
Entanglement by B Nickerson {Rated G}
A cross-reality  Star Trek Enterprise story that takes place during the filming of  the fourth season episode

Awakening.
{The  events are entirely fictitious and for fan entertainment only without  compensation. All things Trek, of course, belong to Paramount. Any  personal information
regarding Mr. Keating and Mr. Trinneer represented  here was gleaned entirely from interviews posted on their official  web-sites during the run of the show, including
Mr. Keating's confession  that he thought of Scott Bakula as kind of a father/older brother  figure. Mr. Keating's web-site is still being actively updated at
www.dominickeating.com, while Mr. Trinneer's is inactive.}

     At Paramount studios, sound stage  eight was home to the standing-ship sets for Star Trek Enterprise.  Today
Director Roxann Dawson was still trying to wrap-up Bridge  scenes for episode eighty-four, which was entitled
Awakening.   She'd been allotted two days for all first unit shooting and this  was day two and it was getting late.

Dominic Keating, who played  Lieutenant Malcolm Reed was seated at his tactical station. Connor  Trinneer, who
played Commander Charles Trip  Tucker, was standing  on his mark beside the Captain's chair. Anthony
Montgomery, who  played Ensign Travis Mayweather, was seated at the helm and Linda  Park, who played Ensign
Hoshi Sato was seated at her com-station,  all awaiting Roxann to call action.
     Suddenly  all the set lights flickered, signaling yet another power flux  which had been inexplicably plaguing LA.
for weeks, then they cut  out entirely leaving everyone in pitch-blackness.
     What  the...  Connor protested, then felt a faint tingling. A moment  later, he found himself, not on the Bridge
set, but on the transporter  pad, staring at stranger in a blue Starfleet costume behind the  transporter console.
Whoever it was, acknowledged him with a curt  nod, made some final adjustment, then strode away down the
corridor.  Connor blinked after him with astonishment, stared at the solid  gray walls surrounding him, then slowly
looked at Dominic, beside  him, who looked equally astonished, and said, What just happened?

     On  sound stage eight, when the lights came on, Lieutenant Malcolm  Reed and Commander Charles "Trip"
Tucker were equally  bewildered to find themselves not in the transporter alcove they  expected, but standing behind
Ensign Travis on what appeared to  be their Bridge or rather a portion of it. Malcolm blinked  at the crowd of
on-lookers and equipment filling the space ahead  of him, then peered quizzically after the swarm of technicians  that
rushed past, headed for the sparking and smoking instrumentation  behind him. Trip looked, too. Then they looked
at each each other,  astonished and confused.
     Alright, that's it for tonight,  a pretty woman with short-hair  announced crisply. On-lookers immediately began
dispersing as she  rose from her seat and stepped onto the Bridge. When she reached  the helm she said, We'll try to
edit what we've got together.  If it's not enough, expect a call-back later this week. Have a  good night and enjoy
your days off.  She smiled, then she turned  and walked away.
     Malcolm  stared after her, not understanding any of this. He observed 'Hoshi'  leave her post and walk off in the
same direction, then 'Travis'  in front of them, pushed back his seat, stood, stretched and turned  to face them. So,
you guys got any special plans?  he asked cheerfully.
     At this point,  Malcolm replied cautiously, I'm not quite certain.
     Travis looked at Trip. What 'bout you, Connor?
     Trip fumbled for a reply. Well...I guess mine are all sorta up  in the air rite now,  he drawled in his normal
Floridian twang.
     Travis laughed. You're a funny guy,  then traipsed away, through  the gap in the Bridge, the same direction as
'Hoshi'.
     Malcolm  stared after him, completely gobsmacked.
     Ya  know where we are?  Trip hissed excitedly.
     Aside  from being on this poor facsimile of the Bridge, not the foggiest.
     Trip  motioned for him to follow as he hopped eagerly from the set to  the cement floor. This hasta be a movie
set or maybe even a television  show,  he exclaimed, gesturing broadly at the plywood set before  them.
     About  our ship?  snorted Malcolm.
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     That's  what it looks like. Did ya get a load of Travis and Hoshi?
     I  don't think those two were either Travis or Hoshi; just  two people who look incredibly like them.
     Rite,  and did ya catch what he called me?
     I  believe it was Connor.  Malcolm's brow furrowed. He thought you  were somebody else.  Then it dawned
on him that he, too, would  be mistaken for someone else, someone who looked very much like  him and belonged
on this set. The realization must have showed  on his face.
     Dang  transporter musta got it's wires crossed or somethin',  Trip remarked  as he checked out the next
adjacent set, which was a section of  corridor. Looks like old-Hollywood, late twentieth century maybe.
     This  is bloody insane!  Malcolm grumbled as he followed. What happened?
     Trip  shrugged. Maybe some sorta time-transition.  He unzipped his shoulder  pocket and drew out a
communicator. I'll try raisin' the ship.  It coulda happened to everyone.  He flipped it open. Tucker to
Enterprise.  Silence. Not even static. He flipped it shut and re-zipped  it into his shoulder pocket. Guess we're on
our own.

     On  the USS Enterprise, actors Connor Trinneer and Dominic Keating  were trying to sort out their own
situation.
     Wake  me up and tell me I'm dreaming," Dom said as he stepped gingerly  off the transporter pad onto the deck.
    Connor  followed suit, noting they were in a dead-end corridor exactly  as the transporter was on the set. He
glanced back at the irresdescent  panels lining the transporters rear wall. Umm, it looks pretty  real to me.
     Dom  peered down the short corridor to where it T-junctioned with the  main. I don't believe this,  he
grumbled.
     Connor  went to the transporter's control console and examined it, hoping  a solution might present itself, but
none did. Instead, he observed  this console's instrumentation was far more sophisticated then  their make-believe
one on the set. It was full of additional levers  and buttons, but even if it were not, he doubted he would've known
what to do with it anyway. He was an actor, not an engineer and  heaved a deep sigh that made Dom glance his
way, then join him  in peering at the console's inscrutable controls.
     Tell  me you're not even thinking of touching this thing,  Dom said.
     Connor  shook his head. I was just hoping I might find a button that said  press here,  or something,  he
answered, his tone dismayed.
     This  is way out of our depth,  Dom replied. We ought to inform someone  we're here before anyone sees us
and actually expects  us to be who we look like.
     Connor  nodded. Probably Captain Archer. He'd be the one to tell.
     This  is a real ship, mate. What if Archer's not the Captain?
     It doesn't matter. Whoever is Captain, that's who we should talk  to.
     They  walked to the end of the junction, arriving at the main corridor  in time to encounter two passing female
crewman, who acknowledged  them with curt nods.
     Being  gregarious, Dom immediately stepped forward. Ladies,  he greeted,  smiling charmingly. Both turned
quizzical looks on him as they  passed and he coyly waved back.
     Connor  jerked him back into junction. What are you doing?
     Giving  Malcolm a bit of a boost, I think. He's not very good with women.
     We're  in deep space, Dom, a zillion-million miles from home! This is  hardly the time to be solving Malcolm's
romantic problems. We need  to stay focused.
     Dom  folded his arms on his chest. "Alright, and where would you  say we should look for Captain Whoever?
     We could try the Bridge. I'm sure we could find one of those elevators  and take it to the top. That's where it
ought to be.
     What  if he's not there? Then what? We'll look bloody silly just standing  there like a pair of ninnies.
     Okay,  well, maybe that's out then.



     They  were both silent.
     I'm  open to suggestions,  Connor prompted.
     What  about the doctor?
     Yeah,  sick-bay! That's good. We could tell the doctor and he could call  the Captain.  Connor sighed, "But that
still leaves us with  one little problem...
     Dom  nodded. "We haven't the foggiest idea where sick-bay is and  we can't every well wander about.
     That'd  be one way to get there.
     Dom shook his head. The brig more likely. We'd be viewed as a  security threat first.
     Connor  mulled this over. Dom was used to thinking like Malcolm and he  was probably right. They were silent
awhile, each thinking hard.  Connor suddenly snapped his fingers. I have it. You pretend to  be sick and the first
crewman we run into, I'll ask to help me  get you to sick-bay. What do you think?
     Dom  grinned. Works for me. Let's try it!
     They  proceeded out the door and down the gray corridor with Dom leaning  lightly against Connor's side and
Connor's arm around him as support.  They saw no one until they neared one of the lifts and a young  male crewman
exited. Seeing them, he paused and Connor resumed  his Southern drawl. "Hey, gimme a hand will ya? Malcolm's
sick and I need ta get him ta sick-bay." Dom groaned deeply  and sagged a bit more in Connor's grasp, making him
struggle to  hold him up.
     Aye,  sir!  the crewman replied and took Dom's other side, bracing him  up between them, then Connor allowed
the crewmen to set their course.  He led them one deck down and to the far end of another corridor  and when
Connor saw the double caduceus symbols marking the sick-bay  doors, he was deeply relieved. Okay, I 've got it
from here,   he told the crewman. Ya can return to yer, uh, duties.
     Are  you sure Commander? It's no trouble.
     Yeah,  ya go on. Ya've got thangs to do and Doc here will have Malcolm  back to his ol' self in a jiffy.
     Aye,  sir,  the crewman replied and left.
     As  soon as he was gone, Dom straightened and he and Connor walked  through the sick-bay doors side by side.
     Commander  Tucker? Lieutenant Reed?  a cheerful, familiar voice greeted. What  can I do for you two
gentlemen today? Are you ill?
     It  was Dr. Phlox and, though Connor shouldn't have been surprised,  he still was. Even more surprising was the
stronger lavender color  in Phlox's facial-ridging and the wiry eyebrows that wiggled as  expressively as a cat's
whiskers when he spoke. Connor had to remind  himself that, regardless of how much he resembled, John Billingsley
in full Denobian make-up,  this Phlox was a genuine extra-terrestrial.  Uh... no, Doc,  he stammered, trying not to
stare at the wavering  brows. We have, uh...a different problem.
     We're  not who we look like,  Dom jumped-in.
     Yeah,  we're not Tucker or Reed. My name is Connor Trinneer and this is..
     Dominic  Keating,  Dom finished. We're actors. We were working on a sound  stage in LA. when the lights
went out, then, poof, we were here.
     Phlox  looked at them skeptically, like they might be pulling his leg.
     I  know it sounds completely crazy,  Connor insisted, but it's true.  Use that medical thing and scan us.
     Very  well,  Phlox agreed, pulling out his medical tri-corder and running  it over each of them. Studying the
results, his brows wiggled,  then knit with consternation. He went to a wall intercom and pressed  a button. Captain
Archer.
     Yes,  Doctor?
     Connor  and Dom looked at each other, then stared at the intercom, the  voice coming from it sounding exactly
like Scott Bakula's.
     Could  you come to sick-bay, Captain?
     Is  there a problem?
     I think it best you should see for yourself.



     A  brief silence, then, Alright. I'll be there in a minute.
     Phlox  returned to face them. "Well, the Captain will be here shortly," he informed, then just stood there blithely
smiling, his beady,  bird-like eyes and wiggling brows making Connor uneasy.
     I've  never been on a spaceship before,  Dom announced. Would you mind  if we looked around?
    Certainly  not. Be my guests.
     Connor  went with Dom, only too glad to escape Phlox's presence. The Doc's  lab was an intriguing combination
of technology and proverbial  witch-doctor and they roamed it freely, peering curiously at his  many vials of dried
herbs, bottles of slithering creepies and  cages of critters. Sometimes what was in them wasn't entirely evident,
particularly in one wire cage full of green vegetation. Nothing  was moving and it had an odd smell, sort of earthly
and pungent.  Their noses were nearly touching the wire, when Phlox, suddenly  beside them, warned, "Careful, I
wouldn't put your noses too  close!"
     They  fairly leaped back.
     "She  sometimes bites," he explained, again blithely smiling.
     Just  then, the sick-bay doors hissed opened and a tall, dark-haired  man strode in. Connor and Dom stared at
Captain Archer, the spitting  image of Scott Bakula. He approached them smiling. What's going  on, Trip?
Malcolm?
     For  once, words failed Connor. He couldn't speak, just stare.
     This isn't Commander Tucker or Lieutenant. Reed,  Phlox offered.
     Archer  looked at Phlox quizzically, as if expecting a punch-line. What?
     We're  actors,  Dom quickly explained. Who just happen to look like Tucker and Reed.
     Archer  scowled and Connor swallowed, since Archer's stern scowl seemed  aimed particularly at him. I don't
have time for jokes,  he snapped.
     Connor  sighed. I wish it were.
     I've  scanned them, Captain," Phlox interjected, and despite their  amazing resemblance to Commander Tucker
and Lieutenant Reed, these  men have several physiological anomalies proving they are who they  say they are, or
rather who they're not.  Phlox chuckled at his  own play on words, but noting Archer's impatient look, cleared  his
throat and consulted his medical tri-corder. Hmm, let's see...here's  an interesting one. Both these gentlemen have
amalgam fillings  in their teeth and Commander Tucker and Lieutenant Reed do not,  since such antiquated dentistry
has long been out of use. Also  Commander Tucker has twenty-twenty vision and,  he indicated Connor,  Mr.
Trinneer, here, does not.  Then he indicated Dom. Mr. Keating  apparently has had knee surgery, which Lieutenant
Reed has never  had. Plus his blood stream lacks any evidence of the allergy inhibitors  Lieutenant Reed usually
requires. I could do a more thorough medical  scan if you wish, Captain.
     No,  I'm convinced,  Archer replied. He went to the intercom panel and  tapped a button. T'Pal, could you
come to sick-bay?
    Is  there a problem?  a female voice responded, a voice identical to  Jolene Blalock's. Dom and Connor again
traded glances, Connor nervously  realizing they would soon meet the real T'Pal of Vulcan, whom Trip   might or
might not have an actual relationship with.
     It's complicated,  Archer answered. Just get down here.
     Aye,  Captain.
     Archer  returned to face them. Alright, gentlemen. Run your names by  me again.
     Connor  offered his hand for Archer to shake. Connor Trinneer. It's an  honor to meet you, sir.
     Dom  also shook Archer's hand. Dominic Keating. Likewise.
     So,  Connor and Dominic,  Archer said. Tell me what happened.
     Connor  launched into it, conscious of Phlox's beady eyes darting between  them. Well, Dom and I were on a
sound stage in Los Angeles, where  we film a television show called Star Trek Enterprise.  Archer's  brows rose.  I
know,  Conner said, I can hardly believe  it myself.
     You  wouldn't believe how much you and the actor, who plays you, look  alike,  Dom threw in.



     Who  plays me?  Archer echoed with incredulity.
     Phlox  chuckled. Does someone play me as well?
     Well,  yes... after a fashion,  Dom replied hesitantly. Since he's not  a real alien, he has to wear make-up to
look Denobian,  though, I must say, the chaps in make-up would surely love a look  at you.
     Phlox's  brows fairly vibrated with amusement and Connor couldn't keep from  staring.
     Archer  brought it back to topic. You were saying, Connor, that you two  were working on your television
show?
     Uh, yeah, right. We were filming a scene on the Bridge, when all  the set lights blacked out. LA's been having a
lot of power-outages  recently. Then, I felt this weird sort of tingle.  He consulted  Dom with a look and Dom
nodded, agreeing he, too, had felt it.  Then, suddenly we were here, standing on your transporter.
     Archer's  brow furrowed with consternation. I see.
     Can  you send us back?  Dom asked hopefully.
     Before  Archer could reply, the sick-bay doors hissed open and T'Pal entered.  She looked strongly similar to
Jolene Blalock, though her skin  was greener, her hair darker and her ears points a bit taller.  However, unlike Jolene
who always wore a form-fitting costume,  this T'Pal wore the standard blue Starfleet uniform. She joined  their little
circle, her austere gaze swiftly appraising them,  then arched a questioning brow at Archer. No one appears ill.
     Illness  isn't the problem,  Archer replied flatly, then briefed her on  exactly what the problem was, explaining
that somehow, while Malcolm  and Trip were beaming-up, the transporter had juxtaposed Reed and  Tucker for the
two actors who now stood before them.
     Actors?   T'Pal repeated, as if the word tasted bad, then turned her cold,  analytical gaze upon them, inspecting
them like frogs pinned to  a dissection board. Connor decided then and there that any romantic  ideas about her and
Trip resided exclusively in the imaginations  of script-writers.
     I  want you to get Dr. Thorne back up here and go over the transporter  records,  Archer ordered, Figure out
what happened and how to  fix it. I want Trip and Malcolm back and I'm sure these gentleman  want to go home.
     Aye  Captain,  she said and turned on her heel for the door.
     Archer  turned back to Connor and Dom. So, how 'bout some chow? You two  hungry?
     Starving,   they replied in unison.
     Archer  gave the sick-bay a quick survey, noted it's emptiness, then looked  at Phlox. Have anything pressing to
do for the next couple hours,  Doc?
     Nothing I can't do anytime.
     Then,  would you escort these two to the mess and get them something to  eat? Maybe even entertain them with
a movie for awhile?
     As you wish, Captain.  Phlox replied cheerily. Then, with a sweep  of his arm, ushered Connor and Dom
toward the door. Gentlemen,  after you,  he said and they politely walked through the sick-bay  doors ahead of
him. Before Phlox could follow, however, Archer  caught his shoulder and said in a lowered voice. Stay with them.
I'd rather they didn't wander round the ship. I'll relieve  you in a couple hours.
     Phlox  nodded. Aye, Captain,  and joined his two charges waiting for  him in the corridor.

     Meanwhile,  on Earth, inside the corridor set, Malcolm asked the next important  question. So what now?
     Well,  when in Rome, do as the Romans do,  Trip quipped as he led the  way out of the corridor set, into the
main thorough-fare of the  sound stage. There oughta be changin' rooms around hare someplace,   he muttered.
Keep your eyes-peeled.

     I  thought this was your area of expertise,  Malcolm gibed  dryly.
     If ya asked me about Jimmy Stewart or John Wayne movies, then I'm  full of trivia, but I don't know a blame
thin' 'bout the daily  nuts and bolts of old-Hollywood studios.
     Obviously.
     Trip  threw him a look and he just smirked.



     They  ended up outside where two rows of small white trailers were lined-up,  end to end. Though it was dark,
the area was well lit and they  were in time to see 'Hoshi' come out of one of them in civilian  clothing. Seeing them,
she smiled and waved, then walked away.  Curious, they walked to her trailer and read Linda Park in gold italics on
the door. Malcolm glanced around. All these  vehicles have names on them.
     I  reckon we found the changin' rooms. Let's hava look. Maybe we'll  find one with Connor on it.
     What  about me?  Malcolm complained as he followed Trip down the row.  We don't know who I am.
     I  might hava extra change of clothes in mine ya can wear.
     They'd  be two sizes too big. I'll look ridiculous!
     Trip  halted in front of a door with Connor Trinneer lettered  on it. This must be it.  He tried the door handle,
but it didn't  budge. Huh, locked.  He studied it. Ya know, if I had the right  tools, I could jimmy this open
lickety-split.
     A  familiar voice suddenly spoke from behind them, Locked out?
     Startled,  both Trip and Malcolm turned. It was look-alike Travis. Trip nodded.
     I  could get someone to come open it for you,  look-alike Travis offered.
     I'd  'preciate that,  Trip drawled.
     Look-alike  Travis gave him an askance glance just before he headed off to  fetch them some assistance, but Trip
paid it no mind. A few minutes  later a somewhat round woman in a security uniform arrived and  unlocked his
door.
     I  seem to have misplaced my key as well,  Malcolm informed her.
     When  it rains, it pours,  she replied with a roll of the eyes. Come  along.
     I'll  meet ya back here,  Trip called.
     Malcolm  just waved that he'd heard, since he was intent on following the  security woman. She halted in front of
a trailer with Dominic  Keating on the door, unlocked it, then waddled swiftly away.  Inside, Malcolm gave the
premises a swift inventory. It contained  a small bedroom, a head, a kitchenette and a sofa. Full of personal  effects,
he took particular note of the photographs and studied  them closely, much surprised. It was like looking in a
mirror,  although this bloke had a pretty, blonde next to him in most of  them. No wonder his twin looked so happy.
Lucky stiff,  he muttered.  On the kitchenette table, he found a dog-eared looking script and  a neatly stacked Los

Angeles Times. He looked through the paper,  noting the date in particular. It was September 23, 2004, a date
much later then Trip had guessed. Among the headlines, Malcolm  noted mention of a US presidential race and a
war in Iraq and frowned.  He wasn't up enough on his American history to recognize the candidates,  but he
certainly  didn't remember a war with Iraq. If  Trip was right and they were in the past, it was either  an altered past
or an entirely different past. He re-stacked  the newspaper, then went to the closet, stripped out of his uniform  and
hung it neatly, carefully removing his communicator. He set  it aside and looked over the selection of clothing. He
picked out  blue jeans, a light-blue printed shirt, a jean-jacket and a pair  of black canvas, lace-up shoes that read
Converse  on the heel.  Once dressed, he pocketed his communicator in the jacket, made  a pit-stop in the head,

ran a brush through his hair, then examined  Keating's wallet. He checked his various ID's including a driver's
license and a resident-alien card, pleased to discover his doppelganger  was actually a fellow citizen of the UK, then
thumbed through bills  and credit cards. Satisfied, he slipped it into a hip pocket, then  examined a key ring, certain
there was probably a duplicate key  for this trailer. Finding a likely candidate, he tried it in the  door, found it
worked, then pocketed the keys as well. Keating  had a communication device as well, but Malcolm thought it best
to leave it behind. He was about to leave, when he decided he ought  to check out the script, grabbed it, switched
off the lights and  locked the door behind him. He found Trip now dressed in jeans,  plaid shirt and black leather
jacket standing in the middle of  the pavement, looking up at the sky.
     The  city lights obscure the stars,  he commented as Malcolm came up.  Trip was quick to notice the rolled
script in his hand. Whacha  got there?
     Malcolm unrolled it and held it so he could read the cover page.  Star Trek Enterprise,  Trip repeated, then
laughed. Now don't  that just beat all! A show about our ship!



     It's the year 2004,  Malcolm informed him.
     I know. I saw a paper in my guy's trailer.
     Did  you also notice there's a war in Iraq?
     Trip's  brows rose. I didn't take time to do much readin'.
     This  may be some Earth of the past, but it isn't ours.
     An alternate Earth time-line?  Trip mused. That'd explain the  show.  He grinned amiably. Com'on, let's get
outta here,  and  set off.
     Malcolm  followed, having to double-time a bit to keep up with Trip's long  strides. Where exactly are we
going?
     Ta  get a bite to eat, finda place ta stay, that sorta thing. Judgin'  by the photographs I saw in there, my guy's got
a wife or somethin'.
     Mine,  too.
     So,  goin' home obviously ain't an option.
     Malcolm  glanced furtively back at the trailers. We could stay  in those.
     Nah.  Nobody else is. It wouldn't look normal.  Trip turned a cocky grin  on him, Where's yer sense of
adventure?
     In  my other suit,  grumbled Malcolm.
     Coming  round the sound stage, they located an illuminated lot containing  a number of antique vehicles situated
in individual spaces. Trip  pulled something from his pocket, raised his arm, aimed the small  device at them and
squeezed a button. Immediately one them emitted  an obnoxiously loud honking.
     Are  you mental!  Malcolm exclaimed.
     With a confident smirk, Trip squeezed the device again, making  it stop. Relax, Malcolm,  he admonished.
Everythin's under control.

     I've  heard that before,  Malcolm muttered as he followed Trip to the  small, silver vehicle in question and
watched him circle it admiringly.
     Do  ya know what this is!  asked Trip excitedly.
     An  antique, fossil-fuel automobile," Malcolm replied matter-a-factly,  entirely unaware how such a thing might
be remotely exciting.
     Not  just any fossil-fuel automobile! This is a Porsche!  Trip ran his  hand lovingly over her silver flank
unexpectedly setting off the  alarm system. It began flashing lights and beeping wildly.
     "What'd  you do?" Malcolm demanded. "Turn the bloody thing off!"
     Trip  squeezed buttons on the hand-device until it quieted, then tried  the door handle tentatively. No alarm went
off, but it was still  locked. He squinted at the device, pressed unlock  and was rewarded  with a small click. He
opened the door and slid into the cool leather  seat. He ran his hands over the steering wheel, caressing it, savoring
the elegance and sensuality of the vehicle. A sudden tapping on  the passenger window broke his revelry and he
looked at Malcolm  peering in at him with a quirky smirk. Trip leaned across and punched  the unlock  button.
    Would  you rather I left you two alone?  Malcolm remarked dryly as he  got in, but Trip was too pre-occupied
acquainting himself with  the vehicle's equipage to pay any mind. Malcolm watched Trip shift  the stick through it's
gear sequence-diagram. Do you even know what you're doing?  he asked.
     Did  I ever tell ya 'bout my seventh-grade science experiment?
     Not  yet.
     I  built a gas-combustion go-cart from scratch. Used ta jet all over  the neighborhood in it.
     I'm  sure you were the terror of the neighborhood, but what's that got  to do with this?
     Trip  grinned. It only had a three-speed manual transmission. This  has a few more gears, but the principle's the
same. Ready?
     Whether  Malcolm was or not, Trip depressed the clutch, inserted the key  into the ignition and turned it. The
engine purred to life and  music blared making them stab buttons until it cut off. Trip peered  at the small, red



seat-belt diagram on the dash. "I think  we're s'posed ta strap in."
     Strap in?  Malcolm repeated.
     Trip  opened the door, making the interior light come on, located the  seat-belt and secured it. Malcolm followed
suit and Trip closed  the door. Then, shifting the stick into reverse, he let the clutch  out a bit too fast , promptly
killing the engine and smiled sheepishly  at Malcolm. Gimme a minute, I'll git it.
     It's  not too late to reconsider the trailers.
     Don't  get your knickers-in-a-twist, I said I'd git it!  He restarted  and succeeded in backing- up. See, I told ya
I'd git it.  He shifted  into first, killed the engine, tried again and, after a bit of  lurching, got them rolling forward.
He even figured out how to  turn the head-lamps on and, eventually, with the help of a few  signs, made it to the
studio's front gate, where he managed to  stop without killing the engine.
     Malcolm looked out on the traffic streaming by having visions of  catastrophe. I don't think this is a good idea.
     Trip,  as soon as he saw an adequate space, he squealed into the west-bound  lane. Malcolm squeezed his eyes
shut and cringed, though he had  to peek every time Trip jerked to a stop at a traffic light. You  don't even know
where you''re going,  he complained through gritted  teeth.
     No,  but I have an idea.
     What?
     I'll  know when I see it.
     Malcolm  groaned.
     Shortly afterwards, Trip swerved into a Chevron station, pulled  into a parking space in front of a convenience
store, almost gracefully,  then turned off the ignition.
     Is  this your idea?  Malcolm asked.
     Yup.  I figure a re-fueling depot is as good a place as any ta find out  whare we're goin'.  Trip opened the door.
Want anythin'?

     A  new stomach.
     Trip  smirked and left. Malcolm waited, able to see Trip's blonde head  from time to time above shelves of goods
inside the facility. Finally,  he returned with two bottles and a large, unfolded paper under  his arm, which he
promptly flopped into Malcolm's lap as soon as  he got in the car. You're my navigator,  he announced. This is  a
city map.  He pointed at a blue dot drawn on it. Here's where  we are, on the corner of North La Brea and
Melrose.  His finger  traced a blue-line. All we havta do is go up La Brea and turn  left on Sunset and the guy in
there said we'd find a hotel with  a restaurant that ought ta do us.  Trip then handed him a plastic  container of
brown liquid labeled Coco-cola.
     What's this?
     Trip  was already removing the cap of his. It's a kinda drink. I use  ta see it in museums as a kid. Always wanted
ta try it. Bottoms-up.   He took a big swig, then smacked his lips. "Hmm, interestin'.  Aren't ya gonna try yers?"
     Malcolm  obligingly opened his, swallowed a mouthful of the distasteful  fizzle, then recapped it and set it aside.
     Not  your cuppa tea, huh?  Trip grinned. He took one last swig of Coke,  set it in the cup-holder, started-up,
drove to the station's exit  on North La Brea and, as soon as he saw a space to make his left  turn, pulled out with
another screeching of tires.
     Malcolm  clung to the arm-rest with both hands for dear life. Must you do that?" he complained.
     Trip just turned a lop-sided grin on him. Malcolm snorted  and tried to study the map by passing street-lights,
which quickly  proved inadequate, so he fiddled with the overhead light, having  noticed it came on when the door
was open. He hoped it might have  a manual control. It did and he left it on, though Trip really  didn't need more
help then to watch for the multi-story hotel they  were looking for on Sunset. Spotting it, Trip pulled neatly into  the
parking area beneath it, where a valet explained that, for  a fee of eighteen dollars, they had the option of either him
doing  the parking or parking the vehicle themselves.
     To Malcolm's extreme disappointment, Trip opted to do the parking  himself, paid the fee, zipped around the
garage, into a space and  turned off the engine. If ya gave me a week, I'd be driving this  baby smooth as silk-pie,



he remarked as they got out.
     This isn't shore-leave," Malcolm replied stiffly. We're  not here as ourselves and we're responsible for these
guys lives.  It's not like we can go about pub-crawling!
     I  know that. I'm just sayin' I could really git into drivin' that  car.
     They  took a lift to the main floor and walked across the ostentatious  lobby of the Hyatt West, directly to the
mahagony front counter  where an young, dark-haired woman greeted them.
     We'd like a room, please,  Trip said.
     One room with one or two beds?  she asked politely.
     Two beds," Malcolm emphasized.
     For how many nights?
     Just  ta-night,  Trip replied.
     I  need a photo ID.
     Trip  searched through his wallet, then showed her Connor Trinneer's  driver's license. Will this do the trick?
     She  nodded, tapped her keyboard, then handed Trip a form to fill out.  He used the driver's license to do so, but
stopped at the line  requiring the car tag number. "What's this?" he asked.
     The  girl looked at him like he was a foreigner. "It's the number  on the back of your car."
     "I'll  get it," Malcolm grumbled. He went back down to the parking  garage, located the tag, memorized it at a
glance and returned  only to find Trip leaning lazily against the counter chatting chummily  with the desk girl.
     "And  this," Trip said, introducing him when he reached the desk, "is my friend, Malcolm. This is Kathy."
     He  acknowledged her with a nod as he took the pen from Trip's fingers,  pulled the form to himself, filled in the
necessary number, then  handed it to her.
     "So,  Trip tells me you're from England," Kathy commented.
     "Yes."
     "And  you're here on business?"
     Malcolm  hesitated, not liking to lie. "So it seems."
     She  regarded him coolly. Well, let me finish checking you in," and turned her attention to her keyboard.
     Malcolm  threw Trip a disapproving look and got one back. She requested  a credit card and Trip handed her
Connor's, carefully signing the  receipt with Connor Trinneer's name. She gave him his copy, which  he folded neatly
and inserted in Connor's wallet along with a  key card.
     "Have  a pleasant stay."
     "Thanks," Trip smiled, then clapped Malcolm on the back. "Com'on, the  restaurant's this way." Though, as soon
as they were out of  earshot of the front desk, Trip rebuked him. Ya didn't havta  be rude.
     "You  shouldn't have been flirting."
     "I  wasn't flirtin'. I was just bein' sociable."
     "Trinneer's  married. What if your socializing causes trouble?
     "I  wouldn't worry. Come tomorra', that girl won't 'member me from  Bo-Didley."
     Malcolm  dropped the issue. Not only did he not know what a Bo-Didley   was, making Trip explain his
Southern colloquialisms was usually  worse then just taking them.
     The  restaurant proved to be an Asian place with a red-decor alight  with candles on every table. A hostess
seated them and handed them  menus, then a server took their drink orders. Trip ordered an ice-tea  and Malcolm
did the same, fairly certain old America was nowhere  to get a good stout, then happily perused the menu. He loved
Asian  food having, as a Royal Navy brat, grown-up all over Southeast  Asia and the Pacific Rim. He glanced at
Trip and noted his chum's  dubious scowl, well knowing Trip's preference for what he called  plain eatin'.
     Would  you care for a suggestion?  Malcolm offered.
     Yeah,  maybe ya better. Just nothin' weird. Ya know I'm not into squid  an' stuff.
     Malcolm  nodded and when the server returned with their teas, he ordered  for them both while Trip tentatively
sampled his tea, grimaced,  then promptly stirred five packets of sugar into it. Malcolm just  shook his head.



     When  they finished, Malcolm paid the bill, since Trip had gotten the  room. He carefully signed Dominic
Keating's name, then placed the  receipt in his wallet, though it didn't feel right signing a stranger's  name.
     Leaving the restaurant, they took the lift to the seventh floor.  We're committing fraud, you know.  Malcolm
remarked.
     How so? We look like those guys,  Trip firmly asserted, and as  far as anybody else's concerned, we are those
guys.  The  lift stopped and they got out Have ya thought what it it must  be like for our doubles?  Trip continued.
Two actors suddenly  findin' themselves on a real starship?"

     Until  that moment, Malcolm hadn't.

     On  the Enterprise, having allowed T'Pal and Dr. Thorne sufficient  time form an initial evaluation, Captain
Jonathan Archer strode  briskly into the Situation Room. Both looked up from the sensor  station, Dr. Thorne's face
flushed with excitement, giving him  hope of good news. He looked between them. So, you've found something?"
     "Dr.  Thorne has a... hypothesis,  said T'Pal.
     Archer  could tell, whatever it was, his first officer didn't approve  and turned to the petite, pear-shaped Dr.
Emma Thorne, who wore her mousy  brown hair pulled tightly back from her plain face in an unflattering bun.  A
Ph.D. at twenty, Dr. Thorne had been head of the University of  Calgary Physics Department before Starfleet had
contracted her  for her expertise in astrophysics and theoretical quantum mechanics.  She was on his ship for the
express purpose of establishing a research  station on the planet Verdi below them. As far as he was concerned,
though, it was a task that couldn't be done swiftly enough so he  might be rid of the imperious and high-browed
woman, who treated  everyone as if they needed educating, except T'Pal, whom she seemed  to regard as her mental
equal. Thorne had, in the mere week she'd been aboard, managed to alienate him and everyone else on the
ship--except T'Pal, who apparently tolerated Thorne with the same magnanimity she granted all humans.
     Quantum wormhole theory 101, Captain. What do you remember?  Thorne  quizzed sharply in typical
drill-sergeant manner.
    Microscopic worm holes are constantly forming,  Archer recited grudgingly, disliking  feeling like a plebe all
over again. Theoretically, they could  be used to travel through to other universes, providing that the  right balance
of negative and positive energy could be maintained  long enough to keep one open without it either collapsing into
a black-hole on our side or exploding into a singularity on the  other, which would, in either case, kill anyone
passing through  it.  He paused, realizing Trip and Malcolm and Keating and Trinneer  had, somehow, done this
very thing and survived. His eyes went  to the wall of multiple view screens of Verdi below them: a green  world
enshrouded by a magnificent golden Aurora Borealis so large  it touched the equator on all sides. His gaze returned
to Thorne.  So, you think that's what happened? Trip and Malcolm went through  a worm hole?
     Thorne nodded briskly. And are probably alive and well in another  universe.
     Can  we get them back?
     I  believe so. I think the worm hole is still open and in our near  vicinity. As soon as we locate it, we should be
able to retrieve  Commander Tucker and Lieutenant Reed by beaming their look-alikes  back through. T'Pal is
executing a grid-search for it now.
     An  entirely hypothetical conclusion, Captain,  T'Pal commented drily.
     Thorne  turned on her sharply. Didn't you just observe two men in  sick-bay identical in appearance to
Commander Tucker and Lieutenant  Reed and substantiated by Dr. Phlox as two unique and entirely  different
individuals than the Commander and the Lieutenant?
     I  did
     So,  there we are. Since these look alikes exist, clearly a coherent  loop must also exist and, if it exists, then  the
wormhole will remain open so long as that loop remains intact.
     However  theoretically true that may be,  replied T'Pal coolly, coherent  loop theory remains untested,
therefore, unverified. Not even  on Vulcan, has a single scientist succeeded in opening a wormhole  long enough and
wide enough to pass matter through it to test coherent  loop theory. Even if we do find it, this wormhole was a



spontaneous  event whose exact parameters remain unknown and you are suggesting  that we can simply replicate
what occurred accidently by just beaming  these two men through!  T'Pal met Archer's eyes. We may only succeed
in killing them.
     Oh,  you of little faith,  retorted Thorne frostily.
     T'Pal focused on her sensors again. I prefer empirical facts.
     Archer  cleared his throat, drawing Thorne's attention. Exactly what is  a coherent loop?  She blinked at him
like he was a backward student.
     Basic  transporter physics, Captain. You remember what entanglement is?
     He  nodded. Entanglement referred to early transporter discoveries  about light photons. Every replicated photon
shared an inherent  connection to it's duplicate--no matter where it was. His brows rose with startled
comprehension. Because these men are duplicates, you're suggesting they might be inherently linked to one
another?
     As every duplicate in every other universe must be!  Thorne glowed.  That's why the transporter was able to
find them and draw them  here. When we send them back, then the viability of coherent loop  theory will be
proven.  She turned a triumphant look on T'Pal and,  for her benefit, added, Empirically.
     T'Pal's  expression remained stony. But not under controlled conditions.
     How does it work?  Archer interjected before the two women could resume their debate.
     Once  a wormhole opens between parallel universes, a coherent loop occurs  as soon as matter is exchanged
between those universes,  explained Thorne. In turn, that keeps that wormhole open until the matter  criss-crosses
back, thus restoring equilibrium. Therefore, beaming  our pair of doubles back through should automatically
retrieve Commander Tucker and Lieutenant Reed.
     Should,   T'Pal pronounced dourly, is not the same as will. There  is a twenty-nine-point-nine percent chance
that a second matter  transmission will destabilize the wormhole and kill everyone passing through.
     Which  leaves a seventy-percent chance of us getting Trip and Malcolm  back,  Archer retorted. I'll take it.
     T'Pal  piqued a disapproving eyebrow at him as he turned to Dr. Thorne  again. Exactly how big is this worm
hole?
     Dr.  Thorne looped a thumb and forefinger forming a circle about the  size of an old nickel.
     Archer  nodded. Let me know as soon as you find it,  then he about-faced  and headed for the door.
     Captain!.  T'Pal called, making him pause to face her questioningly.  If the wormhole should destabilize, you
understand we will be  stranding Commander Tucker and Lieutenant Reed in that other universe  indefinitely.
     I think seventy-percent is good enough odds to risk it.
     And what of the two actors?  T'Pal challenged. Do they not have  a right to decide whether they are also
willing to risk it? Should  you not inform them of all the facts?
     Archer looked down meditatively, his face first troubled, then resolute.  He met T'Pal's eyes firmly. I know, if it
were me and I was in their shoes, I'd want to go home any way I  could and I wouldn't want to know that trying
might kill me.  He hit the door-open button, pausing long enough to add one final caution. What's said here, stays
here,  he ordered,  then left.

     In  the crew mess, his stomach full, Connor was on his fourth cup of  coffee. Dom, too, was downing the java,
since they'd both been  up since 5 a.m. The crew-mess, while similar looking to the set,  was larger, with more tables
and had an additional long, sofa-like  bench running along the wall below the ports. Through those ports,  they'd had
their first look at real space, black and star-speckled  with a genuine alien planet right below the ship. Verdi, Phlox
said it was called. Apparently, the Enterprise was on both a scientific  and diplomatic mission here because Verdi
processed two very rare  and special qualities. First, it was home to the mother-of-all  aurora borealis's and, second,
it was a commercial hot-spot on  the cross-roads of space and Archer was supposed to establish an
astro-observation post as well as negotiate a trade-accord. Trip  and Malcolm had just been returning from the post
set-up when the  switch occurred.



     They'd  spent the last two hours plying Phlox with curious questions. The  discrepancies between this reality and
their scripted version was  huge. For one thing, Phlox had never even heard of Delphic Space  and Earth had never
been attacked. He'd heard of the Zindi, of  course, but they apparently were a xenophobic race and kept to
themselves. Even more interesting, though, were the personal details  about their characters.  Apparently, the real
Malcolm Reed, was  the youngest in his family, thirteen years younger then his sister  and plagued all his youth with
frail health and allergies. Phlox  knew little else, since Reed seldom talked about himself. Of Trip,  he knew a great
deal more. The real Charles Tucker actually had  two younger sisters, both alive and well. Also, in the days before
the Enterprise left space-dock, he'd been engaged, but the fiancee  hadn't wanted a husband in space, so when he
refused to turn down  the Chief Engineer position, she'd called it off. As for any romantic  liaison between Trip and
T'Pal, Phlox merely laughed. He claimed  the low number of eligible females of suitable rank and fraternization
rules made liaisons among the officers nearly non-existent. Apparently,  more females could be found among the
non-commissioned officer  or crewman ranks and among them Phlox knew of many liaisons.  He was just about to
go into juicy details, when the mess room  doors hissed open and Archer's tall frame filled the doorway. You  two,
come with me,  he ordered.
     Connor  and Dom promptly stood, Connor ready to follow Archer immediately.  It was Dom who paused to
shake Phlox's hand. Thank-you, Doctor.  It's been quite...informative.
     Connor politely followed suite. It was a real education, Doc.
     Phlox's  brows fluttered with pleasure.
     Archer said, You may resume your duties, Doctor,  then turned  on his heel with Connor and Dom following
closely. For better  or worse, they were about to get a verdict on their situation.  Connor glanced at Dom. They'd
been friend's ever since the show  started and he could tell Dom was worried. Dom was normally effervescent  and
witty to the extreme, but when he was worried, he tended to  be subdued and right now, he was pretty subdued.
    About  thirty paces down the corridor, Archer stopped, opened a door and  ushered them inside. Connor glanced
around. It was the Captain's  mess, where Archer was supposed to dine with his senior officers.  Centered on the
large, oval table was a glass pitcher of ice tea,  glasses, plates and a platter of Monte Cristo sandwiches, the same
fare they'd just had, but what caught Connor's eye in particular  was the Early American sideboard across the room.
He went directly  to it and ran his fingers over the fine wood. He liked to work  with his hands and carpentry was a
hobby of his.
     It's  a replica of a piece that's been in my family a long time,  Archer  remarked as he sat at the head of the table
and helped himself  to a sandwich.
     It  seems out of place,  Connor replied as he left it to take a seat  as well.
     Archer  answered around a mouthful of sandwich. I had it made to bring  along. Reminds me of home.  He
poured himself a glass of tea, then  arched an inquiring brow whether either of them wanted him to pour  them a
glass as well, but both shook their heads. It was only after  he'd taken a long draught and refilled his glass that he
launched  into the facts of their situation.
     Though  he wasn't much for techno-babble, Connor got the gist of it. Apparently,  by some stroke of luck, a
wormhole, no bigger then a nickel, had  opened between their two universes. Then, because he and Dom looked
exactly like Tucker and Reed, the transporter grabbed them and  did a presto-chango switch that could be reversed
by simply beaming  them back through, provided they could find this hole again, which  T'Pal was working on.
     Connor  ran his hand through his hair. It was a lot to take in. So, you  beam us through and we'll end up home
again?
     Archer  nodded.
     And  what if it doesn't work,  asked Dom. What if you can't find this  bloody wormhole? What then?
     Archer  chose his words carefully. If, after everything's said and done,  you two are still here, we'll have to take
you back to Earth. There's  still theater and movies, so you'll be able to continue your professions.
     Dom  leapt to his feet and paced like a caged lion. Continue my profession!  I just got engaged!
     Connor  stared out a port, dumb-stuck. He'd only been married a few months  himself and now, because of some



quantum physics glitch he didn't  even understand, he might never see his wife or his folks  again. I need a drink,
he muttered, then appealed to Archer.  You wouldn't have any liquor on board, would you? Doesn't Trip  have a
secret stash somewhere?
     Archer  smiled. Probably, but let's not get ahead of ourselves. Dr. Thorne  is confident we'll find that wormhole,
so, for now, let's just  focus on that.  He got up, went to the sideboard and opened a drawer,  then pulled out a
small, square tin and set it on the table. Here's  a deck of cards. It'll will give you something to do for a couple
hours. I have to get back to duty.
     I  was kind of hoping for a tour,  Connor said. Being on a real Starship  isn't something that happens every
day!
     Archer  shook his head. Sorry. Explaining you two everywhere would be  too disruptive.  He paused in the
doorway. I do have a stock of  liquor for diplomatic purposes. I promise, if things don't work  out, I'll give you a
bottle, anything you want.
     Dom  paused in his pacing. You wouldn't happen to have any cigarettes  on board as well?
     Archer  smiled sympathically as he shook his head. Sorry.
     Lovely, just lovely,  Dom grumbled, pacing again.
     Archer  left and Connor looked glumly at the tin of cards, then realizing  it had a Beagle picture on it, pulled it to
him and opened it.  Phlox had told them the Captain didn't have a dog, but apparently  he still liked them. He held up
a card. Hey, Dom, check this out.  Looks just like Athos.
     Dom  paused in his pacing to have a look. He seemed unimpressed at first,  then a sudden light of inspiration
came to his face. Grabbing the  pack, he sat down and rapidly sorted through the cards until he  found what he
wanted. Pulling it from the deck, he showed Connor  it was a joker. He'll never miss this,  he said as he slipped  it
into the zipper-pocket on his left sleeve.
     Why do you want that?  inquired Connor.
     To  prove to myself I was really here.  Dom replied, rapidly shuffling  cards. What shall we play?
     Connor folded his arms on the table and laid his head on them, exhausted.  Nothing. I'm too tired.  He felt cards
pelting his head, one after  another and raised his eyes to glare at Dom. What are you doing?
     Not  letting you leave me with nothing to do but talk to myself.
     Connor  straightened with a groan. Alright, whatever. I don't care. Deal  me some cards.  Even as he and Dom
passed the time playing cards, Connor was still only figuring on an absence of a few hours and  that, when they were
beamed back, he'd be home crawling into bed with his wife somewhere between 1 and 2 a.m. He had no idea, that
in his own universe, more hours were passing then he thought.

     On  earth, as soon as they entered their hotel room, Trip spotted the  television. Look, an ol' time television!  he
exclaimed, making a bee-line for it. Malcolm secured the door chain, then, after  a last glance at the bright city
lights, also closed the drapes.  When he turned around he saw Trip perched on the end of the bed  closest to the telly
attentively watching it. Shouldn't we try  the ship again?  he asked. Trip was, after all, senior officer  and it was his
place to do so.
     Trip  aimed a hand-held device at the television, muted it's sound and  obligingly fished out his communicator
from inside the leather  jacket. Tucker to Enterprise.  There was no response. Enterprise,  this is Commander
Tucker.  Again nothing, so he flipped the communicator  shut and tossed it on the gray, checked bedspread.
     So,  what's our plan of action?  Malcolm asked quickly, before Trip  could turn the sound on again. It was his
opinion that they should  return to the studio and remain near where they'd arrived, but  he wasn't senior officer .
     We'll  go back ta the studio in the mornin',  Trip replied. I'm not sure  how long it'll take for the Captain ta
figure out where we are  and how ta git us back, but we oughta give him at least until tomorra  night.
     And,   Malcolm suggested, since we don't know whether being in the same  location is a factor, I think we
should err on the side of caution  and stay near that set.
     Trip  nodded as he un-muted the television sound, then gestured at the  screen. Check this out, Malcolm, real ol'



time commercials.
     Malcolm  gave it an obligatory glance as he walked by, tossing the script  on the second gray, checked bedspread
while he looked over the  remaining accommodations. There was an open closet, a wash-basin  with an assortment
of complimentary toiletries and what he finally  determined was a coffee-making unit. The head had a commode, a
tub-shower unit and was well-stocked with fluffy, white towels.  It wasn't homey, but it'd do. He returned to the bed
area and examined  the contents of the night-table located between their two beds.  It held a digital clock and an
antique telephone. He sat on his  bed and picked up the clock, intending to figure out how to set  it for a wake-up
call, but accidently turned on a blast of music  while examining its buttons and switches.
     Trip  turned around. Seeing the clock in Malcolm's hands drew him like  a magnet. Whatcha doin'?  he asked as
he got up and sat across  from him.
     Trying  to set the alarm.
     Lemme hava look.
     It passed from his fingers into Trip's, the Chief Engineer turning  it this way and that, talking aloud to himself as
he set about  figuring it out. Malcolm left him to it and decided to use the  time for a shower. He stripped out of his
borrowed outer garments,  carefully hanging them up, then took his usual two-minute shower,  since he saw no
point in breaking good habits and redressed in  his Starfleet-issue undergarments. When he emerged from the head,
he found Trip stretched out on his bed happily entranced in his  telly-watching again.
     What  time did you set the alarm for?  Malcolm asked as he pulled his  bed-cover down and neatly folded it on
the end of the bed.
     Trip  just held up a hand, five-fingers extended.
     Malcolm  nodded, then arranged pillows against the headboard, grabbed the  script and settled in to read it,
trying hard to ignore both the telly and Trip's inane mumblings about it. It only took him about  twenty minutes to
skim through it and determine the shows story-line  as just fanciful rubbish, but what struck him odd was the reality
of the people mentioned in it. He either knew or had heard of every  name in the script, even Shran, the plucky
Andorian Commander,  with whom Archer had indeed formed a somewhat cooperative relationship.  Setting the
script aside on the night stand, he began pondering  the question of what he and Trip might have to do if Captain
Archer couldn't get them back.
    Have  you thought what we might do if we end up stuck here?  he mused  aloud to Trip. We might find
employment in either the defense  industry or the American space program, though there would be some  transition
problems, what with all the relatives and wives and  all. Getting extricated will be bloody complicated. Just
explaining  it will be bloody complicated, he thought, then had a sudden  mental picture of himself explaining to
Keating's lovely lady  why he wasn't who he appeared to be. Tears would be involved. He cringed. If we're still
here by tomorrow night, we'll have to find those two chap's girls and tell them the truth.
     Trip  muted the TV and turned an exasperated look on him. For Pete's sake, Malcolm, even a blind hog can find
a acorn sometimes! Give  the Captain a chance, will ya? We'll jus' cross whatever bridges  need crossin' when
crossin' time comes, aw-right?
     Malcolm  nodded mutely, entirely flummoxed by the blind hog story.
     Trip  un-muted the television and changed channels, landing on a black  and white program featuring three short
men hitting and poking  one another. Hey, it's the Three Stooges. Now this is  classic television!
    Malcolm  just turned his lamp off, arranged his pillows for sleep and idly  watched the old slapstick program
while he continued formulating  his own 'Plan-B' until he drifted into sleep.
     Hours  later he started awake and sat up-right, staring around the dim  room disoriented, trying to remember
where he was. The sounds of  distant sirens reminded him he wasn't on Enterprise and  he consulted the clock. It's
red digits read 6:30. Trip!  he  called.
     The  lightly snoring form in the other bed merely twitched.
     Malcolm  swung his feet to the floor. Trip!  he called again. It's 6:30.   He turned his lamp on.
     The  snoring stopped. Huh?



     The  bloody alarm didn't go off.
    What?   Trip promptly sat up and began examining the clock. I know I set  it right.
     Malcolm  used the head, dressed and was combing his hair into place with  his fingers by the time Trip figured it
out.
     I  missed the am-pm switch,  he chuckled. It's set for 5 pm.
     Malcolm  restrained his irritation while Trip reclaimed his clothing from  the floor and dressed. Then they
checked out and Trip managed to  get them back to the studio in one piece, parking the vehicle where  they'd found
it and from there they went directly to the changing  trailers.
     Malcolm  hung-up Keating's clothes and donned his uniform, glad to be in  it again, then found the necessary
toiletries in the head for shaving.  He was regulation spic and span when he met up with Trip outside,  who was also
back in proper order with his face shaven and his  blonde hair neatly slicked into place. They returned to the same
sound stage they'd arrived in only to find the Bridge now occupied  with a half-dozen busy technicians.
     Trip  approached the nearest one, an older man with a weathered face.  Excuse me,  he asked, but where is
everybody?
     He paused long enough to look Trip up and down as if trying to make  sense of why he was bothering him.
Next door, stage nine,  he  replied blandly.

     Trip  smiled amiably. Right. Thanks.
    They  went outside then around to the adjacent sound stage clearly marked  'number nine'. A red light above the
door was flashing and a sign  warned this meant filming was in progress. Trip put a finger to  his lips as he opened
the door. Inside, it was quiet. Bright lights  were aimed at a set obscured by a large, semi-circle of people  focused
on it's activity and from where disembodied voices drifted.  One in particular caught Malcolm's ear. He swore it was
the Captain's.  He felt Trip nudge him and expected some silent acknowledgment that he'd heard it as well, but,
instead, Trip pointed at a vast  table laden with food to which they proceeded immediately. Malcolm's  stomach
growled hungrily as he perused the mounds of fresh fruit,  pastries and bagels. He selected a bagel, spread it with
cream  cheese and jelly, then approached a stacked row of pump decanters.  Each was labeled and two said
decaffeinated,  so he assumed they  held coffee and, setting his bagel aside, Malcolm pumped rich, steaming  coffee

into a styrene cup, then held it to his nose, savoring the aroma of old-fashioned fresh brew. Trip, who already had a
mouth full of glazed donut and two more hooked on his fingers, also filled a cup, then jerked his head in the
direction of  the filming. Positioning themselves at the rear of the  semi-circle of people, they quietly enjoyed
breakfast while observing what they could of activity on the set, which appeared to be comprised largely of tan
colored rock. According to the script, Malcolm knew this was supposed to be Vulcan and Captain Archer was
supposed to recover  a culturally significant artifact from inside a cavern, which, to him, was bloody ridiculous.
     Cut!,  a woman's voice commanded. Set lights cut-off, general overhead  lighting brightened and the semi-circle
of people before them began  dispersing.
     That's when Malcolm saw the tall, dark haired man in a dusty Starfleet  uniform clearly and sucked in his breath.
It looked for all the  world like Captain Archer. Apparently ' the Captain' saw him too  and was suddenly striding
their way, his dusty, blood encrusted  face wearing that certain concerned-perturbed look that generally  meant
someone's head was about to roll. Out of habit, Malcolm immediately  stiffened to attention, the empty styrene cup
hanging from his  fingertips. Trip still had most of his last donut left and, for lack of anything better to do with it,
hurriedly stuffed it into  his mouth as he also came to attention.
     The  look-alike Captain Archer stopped in front of them, crossed his  arms on his chest and surveyed each with a
critical eye. Where have you two been?  he demanded. Ariana and Jily have been calling  me since last night!
     Malcolm  swallowed and Trip managed a sort of bulging, sheepish smile.
     The  look-alike's gaze bored into Trip. This is no way to start off a marriage! Especially if you'd like to keep it.
     Trip turned beet-red and emitted a stifled choking sound. He held up a finger, indicating he'd be back in a
moment, then dashed off  leaving Malcolm to face this Captain alone.
      Are you in some kind of trouble?  look-alike Archer sternly inquired.



     It's...complicated,  sir,  Malcolm stammered. He knew immediately the sir  wasn't right,  but couldn't help it. It
was habit.
     The  look-alike's eyes suddenly softened and he put a hand on Malcolm's  shoulder. Malcolm looked at it, then at
him again.

You know you can come to me for anything, Dom,  look alike  Archer assured.
     Malcolm  struggled for something appropriate to say. Uh...thank you.  He  held back on the sir  this time.
     Is  everything between you and Jily okay?
     Malcolm  shifted uncomfortably, the image of that pretty blonde he'd seen  in the photo in the trailer coming to
mind. Yes, I'm quite sure everything's fine in that department.
     Then  what?
     It's personal,  he hedged.
     Trip  came back then, a fresh cup of coffee in hand and his mouth free  of donut.
     The  look-alike Archer turned on him. So, did you call Ariana?
     Trip  blinked. Uh...no. Not yet.  Look-alike Archer didn't appear pleased  with this reply. But I will,  Trip
hastily promised.
     The  look-alike Archer regarded him with puzzled annoyance.
     Everythin'  will come out aw-right in the wash,  Trip added philosophically,  unaware, of course, his double had
no accent and his drawled reply sounded at least smart-alec, if not down-right rude to look-alike Archer,  who's
annoyance only increased.
     Yes, well, we're both sure the situation will resolve  itself,  Malcolm interjected quickly, hoping to save the
moment.  And everything will be explained appropriately.  He tried a reassuring  smile.
      The look-alike Archer looked between them, clearly dissatisfied,  but a sudden call of, Scott, we're ready!
made him look over  his shoulder. Okay,  he called back, then looked hard at them.  You two aren't on the call
sheet. I don't even know what you're doing here. Go home!  he ordered sternly and strode away,  back to the
Vulcan-cavern set.

     On  Enterprise, Connor looked up as the door to the Captain's mess  whisked open and Captain Archer's frame
filled the doorway. According  to the wall clock, slightly more then two hours had passed. Good  news, I hope?
Connor asked.
     Archer  gave a curt nod. We've found it. It's time.  Then realizing only  Connor was at the table, Archer raised a
questioning brow. Connor  pointed at the head.
     The  door opened and Dom came out, then looked between them.
     They've  found it,  Connor told him cheerfully.
     Let's  go,  Archer commanded briskly, then about-faced and strode down  the corridor.
     Connor  kept up easily with his quick strides, but Dom was practically  trotting. They were also attracting
curious and puzzled stares from passing crewman. Connor figured they weren't used to seeing  their Chief Engineer
and Weapons Officer in such an unshaven and unkept condition. He tried to stay in character, however, acting as if
this were some routine matter and noticed that Dom, too, was maintaining  a Reed-like seriousness and throwing
daggered looks toward any  who stared too long.
     T'Pal  was already behind the transporter console waiting for them when  they arrived.
     Are  we ready?  Archer asked.
     T'Pal inclined her head.
     Archer graciously ushered them toward the transporter pad. Gentlemen,  if you would take your original
positions, please.
     Connor and Dom stepped onto the pad and took their places, Dom muttering,  Cross your fingers this works.
     Good  luck,  Archer said, then gave T'Pal a nod.
     The  words You, too,  remained frozen on Connor's lips as a mild tingling  enveloped him.



     On  Earth, as soon as Scott Bakula walked away, Malcolm turned an arched  brow on Trip. I believe we were
just ordered to leave.
    Sure  enough,  Trip agreed. Let's go back to the changin' trailers.  We can wait around in mine and that way
we'll be outta sight and outta trouble.
     They were just turning to leave when all the lights suddenly flickered,  then blacked out entirely. A moment later
Malcolm found himself  standing on the transporter pad blinking at an apprehensive looking Captain Archer.
     Captain,  are ya ever a sight for sore eyes!  Trip chortled, hopping to the  deck to trade a back-pounding
embrace with his long-time friend.
     Malcolm heaved a private sigh of relief. They were home.
     Good to have you back,  Archer told Trip.
     It was a nice place ta visit, but I wouldn't wanna live there, believe  me.
     I can't wait to hear all about it.  Archer replied, then turned  to Malcolm, who had stepped off the transporter
more sedately and  was quietly awaiting his turn to acknowledge his commanding officer.  Archer offered him his
hand and said warmly, Malcolm, it's good  to see the real you again.
     Malcolm shook it, smiling. Aye, sir. Likewise.

     On  Sound Stage Nine, when the power came back on, lights sparked and  blew, technicians swore and Roxann
Dawson told everyone to take  a break.
     Connor  and Dom blinked at their surroundings, then looked at each other.  It worked!  Dom chortled.
    We'  re back!  Connor grinned and they hugged in gleeful delight. Then the reality of where they really were
suddenly dawned on Connor.  Wait a minute,  he said, pulling back. Something's not right.   He stared at the
cavern set. Last thing he remembered was being  on the Bridge set, which was on stage eight. Isn't this stage
nine?  he said.
     Their  joy quickly faded as he and Dom gazed upon the Vulcan swing set.
     Weren't they supposed to be shooting here for four days?   Connor asked, his voice barely a whisper.
     We  were only gone a few hours!  Dom exclaimed softly. This can't  be!
     We need to know what day it is,  Connor replied.
     Dom snagged a young assistant as she was passing by. Do you have  the time, love?
     She  glanced at her watch. It's 7:30.
     And the today's date?  Connor added.
    Umm,  September 24.
     It's only been one day!  Connor sighed with great relief.
     Thanks  ever so much,  Dom said quickly, sending the young lady on her way, though she cast a puzzled glance
at them over her shoulder.  Hers wasn't the only odd look they seemed to be attracting.
     Com'on,   Connor said. We need to figure this out some place a little less public,  and set-off, Dom beside
him.
    From  near the stage, partially obscured by a camera, Scott Bakula was  watching. He'd been keeping an eye on
Dom and Connor ever since  that last peculiar conversation. Something just didn't feel right, though, if anyone had
asked, he never could've explained  just what. But now, he saw a difference. Before the black out, Dom and Connor
had looked fresh and clean-shaven--now  they appeared quite the opposite. Suspicious and concerned, Scott
stealthily followed, determined to find out what was really going on with his friends.

     Connor chose the nearest john and did a swift reconnaissance of the premises  as soon as they were inside to
make sure they were alone. They  were, so he went to a sink and splashed water on his face.
     Dom,  folded his arms and rested a hip against the adjacent sink. We're  in big trouble. We've been gone all
night!



     Connor  raised his face to the mirror where a tired, unshaven and red-eyed  reflection stared back. His hair was a
mess, so he finger combed  it forward into place as he replied, At least it's been just one  night. It could've been
worse.
     It's bad enough. How am I ever going to bloody explain this to Jily?
     The same way I bloody explain it to Ariana.  Connor retorted, then  stopped. He hadn't meant to mimic Dom
like that--it just sort  of happened. They stared at each other a moment, then both fell  into silly giggling, the kind of
giggling born from too much stress  and not enough sleep. When it finally subsided, Connor said, This  wasn't how
I planned things to go.
     Dom snorted. So now what? How are we going to get anybody to bloody believe us.
     Just then, the john door creaked open. Believe what?  Scott Bakula  asked, entering.
     Both  Dom and Connor silently looked at each other, then at the floor.
     Scott  folded his arms resolutely on his chest. Com'on, something's up  and I'm not leaving till I hear it.
     Connor  raised his eyes to meet Scott's. On the set, Scott Bakula was,  for all practical purposes, really their
Captain. He was the one  who set the tone everyday and kept them focused and encouraged.  The fifty-year old
veteran actor was everything Connor wanted to  be both as a performer and as a family man. For Dom, Scott was a
bit more, since his Father had died when he was fourteen and he'd been an only child. To him, Scott was also that
missing sort of  brother/father figure in his life.
     It's pretty unbelievable,  Connor replied cautiously.
     Let's  start with what I know and we'll go from there,  Scott suggested.  Ten minutes ago, before the
black-out, I saw you two, and you  were fresh and clean shaven, then immediately after the black-out,  I see you two
again and you don't look so good.
     Connor's  hand automatically went to the beard stubble on his face as he  consulted Dom with arched brows.
     Dom  nodded. We need to trust somebody and it sounds like  he's already seen them,  he said.
     Them?   Scott repeated.
     Connor said, Those first two guys, they weren't us,  then waited,  watching Scott's eyes for a scepticism or
disbelief, but he just  seemed to absorb it, nodding along understandingly.
     Go on.
     So, last night, we were shooting on the Bridge set,  Connor continued,  then the lights went out and, whoosh,
we're suddenly standing  on a transporter pad on the real Enterprise. It was weird, man, let me tell you.
     You  should've seen it!  Dom added. Captain Archer could've been your  twin and P'Tal was nearly a ringer for
Jo.
     Really?   Scott echoed.
     Her  ears were pointier,  Connor said, And, boy, was she Vulcan.
     A real cold fish,  Dom agreed.
     The  quantum physics of it all are a little over my head,  Connor explained,  but it had to do with us being
sucked through a tiny wormhole  by the transporter because everyone in this universe looks exactly  like everyone in
that one.  He shrugged apologetically, sorry he  couldn't give a more technical explanation. You know me and
techno-babble.
     Dom  unzipped his shoulder pocket, removed the Beagle-backed joker card  and offered it to Scott. Captain
Archer didn't have a real dog,  just these playing cards with Beagles on the back he gave us to  keep us busy while
we were waiting around for them to find that  bloody wormhole again, so they could beam us back through and get
Malcolm and Trip back.
     So, that was the real Trip and Malcolm I was  talking to,  Scott murmured, glancing at it, then passing it back
to Dom. That conversation makes a whole lot more sense  now!
     You  actually talked to them?  Connor echoed, astounded.
     What'd  they say?  Dom asked inquisitively. Were they like us?
     I thought they were you,  Scott replied, but  the longer I talked with them, the stranger things seemed.  He



shook  his head. I knew something didn't feel right and they were pretty  evasive.  He chuckled, I did rake Trip
over the coals  pretty hard for not calling your wife, Con.
     Dom  immediately began pacing and Connor flushed red. That brings  us to our little problem,  he sighed. I
guess there was some sort  of time differential between our two universes, so now we're back  later then we
expected...
     A  lot later!  Dom snorted. And I don't think, 'Sorry, pet, but I've  just spent the last twelve hours on a starship
in another universe'  is going to cut it! Jily's going to divorce me before we're even  married!
     Connor  looked at Scott bleakly. So, we're kind of stuck for explaining  our whereabouts last night.
     The  poor girls are probably frantic,  Dom muttered as he paced restlessly.
     Connor could imagine his wife calling hospitals, looking for him  and cringed. Then he imagined her reaction
upon hearing his Starship  story and cringed again. He looked hopefully at Scott.
     Well,  you have the weight of details on your side,  Scott mused, and  we have my experience interviewing
Trip and Malcolm. Maybe,  between the three of us, we can convince the girls.  Dom stopped  pacing and he and
Connor circled in to hear Scott's plan.

One  day later...
     It  was midmorning when Dom got a call from Connor. Hey, I need to  run a couple errands, want to come?
     Dom hesitated, his  eyes drifting toward the kitchen, where his fiancee was. Scott  had certainly saved them both
from the doghouse, but he didn't want  to press his luck. Of course, they'd all sworn the whole matter  to secrecy
since no one wanted to end up on the front page of  a gossip rag next to an alien abduction story.
     Connor  voice's lowered. I have something you really have to see. It has  to do with our little adventure.
     That  was the code name they'd given their experience. Dom sighed long-sufferingly.  Alright.
     Fifteen  minutes later, Connor's pick-up truck pulled up outside and Dom  hopped in the cab. So, what is it I
need to see?  he asked as  they pulled away.
     Connor  indicated his wallet laying on the seat between them. In there,  a credit card receipt.
     Oh,  I have one of those. The blighters had a regular night on the town!
     Did  yours have anything special written on it?  Connor asked.
     No.   Curious now, Dom picked up Connor's wallet and pulled out the folded  receipt.
     It's  on back,  Connor said. It's better then your Beagle card.
     Unfolding  it, Dom turned it over and read the quickly scrawled note on back:

     Sorry,  I'd pay you back if I could. Loved  the car!
 Charles  Tucker, Lt. Cdr, USS Enterprise.

The  End


